Effect of cross-sectional area reduction rate and alloy composition on the formation of <001>-fiber texture in Ti-Mo-Al-Zr alloy wire
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Abstract
Texture formation in Ti-7Mo-8Al-6Zr cold-groove-rolled alloy wires was investigated and compared to that of Ti-5.5Mo-8Al-6Zr. Irregularly textured <001>-fiber was formed in Ti-5.5Mo-8Al-6Zr. The Ti-7Mo-8Al-6Zr cold-groove-rolled wire mainly composed of the β phase though α″ martensite was induced by cold-groove-rolling in the Ti-5.5Mo-8Al-6Zr alloy. From the TEM observations of the severely deformed cold-grooved sheet, α″ martensite was assumed to be induced during cold-groove-rolling and trace α″ was assumed to be retained after cold-groove-rolling. This texture is common in bcc metals and corresponds to the <010> fiber which is formed in the Ti-5.5Mo-8Al-6Zr alloy when the lattice correspondence between β and α″ is considered. On the other hand, the <001>-fiber was strongly developed in the cold-groove-rolled wire with a reduced cross sectional area of 98% following solution treatment, while this texture was not observed in the specimen with a 60% reduced cross sectional area. The texture formed in solution-treated Ti-7Mo-8Al-6Zr alloy wire was similar to that of the Ti-5.5Mo-8Al-6Zr alloy, although the dominant phase in the cold-groove-rolled specimen differed.

1. Introduction

β-Ti shape memory alloys (SMAs) have attracted significant attention as implant materials because of their excellent biocompatibility and corrosion resistance [1, 2]. A low Young’s modulus (~30 GPa) is required for implant materials because of differences in the Young’s modulus between the bone and implant can cause bone resorption [2]. The Young’s modulus of β-Ti is lower than that of other alloys, but it is still higher than required for implants: 50 GPa for Ti-Nb-Ta-Zr (TNTZ) [3, 4] and 200 GPa for SUS316L [1].

It has been reported that texture formation affects the Young’s modulus along the rolling direction (RD) in polycrystalline materials. Hence, reduction in Young’s modulus can be achieved through texture control. The <110> // RD textures are mainly formed as deformation or recrystallization textures: {001}<110>, {111}<110>, {112}<110>, and {111}<112> for sheets, and <110>- and <102>-fibers for wire [5-8]. Indices without a subscript and with a superscript α refer to β and martensite phases, respectively. However, the Young’s modulus of β-Ti alloy along the <110>-direction is higher than the average Young’s modulus for a randomly oriented polycrystal, which is unsuitable for Young’s modulus reduction [9, 10].

Recently, irregular texture formation, <001> // ND, was reported in a Ti-5.5Mo-8Al-6Zr (mol%; hereafter 5.5Mo alloy) alloy sheet and groove-rolled wire material [11]. Goss-oriented ([110]<001>) and <001> // NDFibers are dominantly formed as a recrystallization texture in sheet and cold-groove-rolled (hereafter, simply groove-rolled) wire materials, respectively. In β-Ti, the Young’s modulus is lowest along <001> [10, 12] and the development of this orientation is effective to reduce the Young’s modulus in both sheet and wire materials [11, 13]. Particularly for wire materials, it was observed that: (1) stress-induced martensitic transformation (SIMT) from β (bcc) to α″ (c-orthorhombic) occurs during groove-rolling and (2) the <001> fiber developed by severe deformation after heat treatment. However, little information is available regarding the alloy composition. The formation of α″ during deformation is considered to be important for <001>-fiber formation. Thus, understanding the relationship between alloy composition and texture formation in Ti-Mo-Al-Zr alloys is important as the alloy composition affects the martensitic transformation temperature and stress for inducing martensite [14, 15]. Hence, texture formation in Ti-7Mo-8Al-6Zr groove-rolled wire with higher Mo content compared to conventional Ti-5.5Mo-8Al-6Zr was investigated. Effect of cross-sectional area reduction on the texture formation was also evaluated.

2. Material and experiments

First, a Ti-7Mo-8Al-6Zr (mol%) alloy was fabricated by Ar-arc melting in an Ar-1% H2 atmosphere and homogenized at 1273 K for 7.2 ks. The obtained ingot was groove-rolled with nominal reductions in the cross sectional area (CSA, r) of 60%. Subsequently, a part of the wire was annealed at 1173 K for 1.8 ks and extra-groove-rolled to r = 98%. The specimens were sliced from the wires and solution-treated at 1173 K for 3.6 ks. Cross-sections along the length (lengthwise-sliced specimens) and diameter (round-sliced specimens) of the wire were prepared. The specimens were named based on their composition and texture formation in Ti-Mo-Al-Zr alloy wire. For further details of the sample preparation, see Ref. [11].

The phase constituents of the lengthwise-sliced specimens were identified via θ-2θ X-ray diffractometry (XRD). The textures of the round-sliced specimens were evaluated using X-ray pole figure (XPF) measurements obtained on an X-ray diffractometer with a polycapillary X-ray lens and parallel plate collimator. The elevation angle was varied from 0 to 75°. The specimens for these measurements were prepared by electropolishing in a mixture of 6vol% perchloric acid, 35vol% butanol, and 59vol% methanol at 233 K. For further details of the sample preparation, see Ref. [11].

A cold-grooved wire with a reduced thickness of 98% (hereafter, CR98) was also prepared for microstructure observation of a severely deformed sample. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was performed and the observed specimens were finished using a twin-jet polishing technique in a mixture of 2vol% hydrofluoric acid, 5vol% sulfuric acid, and 93vol% methanol at 233 K.
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3. Results and discussion

Figure 1 shows the obtained 0-2θ XRD profiles of the prepared samples. Only peaks originating from the β phase were confirmed in all specimens (GR60, GR98, CR98, ST60, and ST98). The phase constituents in the GR and CR specimens differed from those of the 5.5Mo alloy. SIMT was observed and martensite remained after cold- or groove-rolling of the 5.5Mo alloy [11, 16]. The β phase in the studied alloy was stabilized to a greater extent than in the 5.5Mo alloy because Mo is the β stabilizer for β-Ti alloys [14, 15, 17]. Thus, the martensitic transformation suppression during groove- or cold-rolling and/or reverse transformation after groove- or cold-rolling at room temperature occurred. Peaks in the spectra of the ST specimens were sharper than those observed in the spectra of the GR or CR specimens. The different peak shapes imply dislocation introduction by groove- or cold-rolling and recrystallization or recovery upon solution treatment.

![Fig. 1 XRD profiles of the Ti-7Mo-8Al-6Zr alloy.](image)

Figure 2 shows the 110 XPFs of the GR specimens where the <110>-fiber was formed in both GR60 and GR98. This texture is common in bcc metals and corresponds to the <010>-fiber which was formed in 5.5Mo alloy when the lattice correspondence between β and α″ is considered. The 001 XPFs of the ST specimens are shown in Fig. 3 where the <001>-fiber developed dramatically in ST98, but was not observed to a significant degree in ST60. This is consistent with the <001>-fiber formation in Ti-5.5Mo-8Al-6Zr alloy, i.e., the texture develops with increasing r.

![Fig. 2 110 PFs for the GR60 and GR98 samples. The broken line indicates the measurement range limit.](image)

![Fig. 3 002 PFs for the ST60 and ST98 samples. The broken line indicates measurement range limit.](image)

The texture formed in the severe groove-rolled specimen after solution treatment of the 7Mo alloy was the same as that of the 5.5Mo alloy, although the dominant phase in the GR specimen was different. The microstructure in the severely deformed 7Mo alloy was observed in detail. Figure 4 shows the TEM images of the CR98 specimen. Fine microstructure and Debye-Scherrer ring-like patterns were observed. A weak diffraction ring was observed in the vicinity of the 211 ring, as indicated by the white arrow. Hence, the intensity profile as a function of the distance from the transmission spot in reciprocal space (d) was determined. Figure 5 shows the intensity profile along the broken line indicated in Fig. 4(b). The peaks at 1/d = 0.23, 0.16 and 0.13 nm were indexed as 110, 002 and 211, respectively. In addition, weak peaks were observed at 1/d = 0.25 and 0.14 nm, indexed as 002_α″ and 131_α″. This indicates that SIMT occurred in the CR98 specimen of the 7Mo alloy. The volume fraction of α″ was considered to be so small that it could not be detected in the 0-2θ XRD results (Fig. 1). It is reasonable to suppose that SIMT occurred and trace α″ was present in the GR98 specimen even though the rolling method was different. If we assume that α″ formed by groove-rolling is essential for <001>-fiber formation, we can propose the following mechanism: (1) SIMT occurs during groove-rolling, (2) irregular slip systems are activated and deformation texture is formed, (3) most α″ martensite undergo a reverse transformation to β.
after groove-rolling, and (4) the \langle001\rangle-\alpha''-fiber forms as a recrystallization texture after solution treatment. However, further investigation regarding the role of \alpha'' formation in the development of \langle001\rangle-fiber is required because the rolling texture in the present alloy is common in conventional \beta-Ti alloys.

Fig. 4 (a) A bright-field image and selected area diffraction pattern (SADP) of the CR98 sample. (c) Key diagram of the SADP. The solid and broken lines in (c) indicate reflections from the \beta and \alpha'' phases, respectively.

Fig. 5 Intensity profile along the white broken line in Fig. 4 (b).

4. Conclusion

(1) The 0-20 XRD measurements revealed that the Ti-7Mo-8Al-6Zr cold-groove-rolled wire was mainly composed of the \beta phase. From the TEM observations of the severely deformed cold-rolled sheet, \alpha'' martensite was assumed to be induced during cold-groove-rolling and trace \alpha'' was assumed to be retained after cold-groove-rolling.

(2) The \langle110\rangle-\alpha''-fiber was developed in the cold-groove-rolled wire specimens. This texture is common in bcc metals and corresponds to the \langle010\rangle-\alpha''-fiber which is formed in 5.5Mo alloy when a mixed \beta and \alpha'' lattice is considered.

(3) The \langle001\rangle-\alpha''-fiber was developed in the cold-groove-rolled wire with a 98% reduced cross sectional area followed by solution treatment.
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